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Advertising Rates.
Transient advertising must be paid
for in advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements
will be collected quarterly.
All advertisements inserted without specified time will be charged
tor until ordered out.
Announcements for Marriages and
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, and
notices of preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions o
Respect, and other similar notices
five cents per line.
Court Directory.
CrReurr Comer—First Monday in
• June and fourth Monday, in February and September.
QUARTERLY COUR'r---SeCOnd Mondays in January, April, July and
October.
FISCAL Comer—First Tuesday in
April and October.
COUNTY COURT—First Monday in
every month.
NOW FOR BUSINESS.
Now that the election is over let
us get down to business. We have
wasted a great deal of time with political matters and it is time now
that onr attention was turned to
something else. Presidential elections especially are great disorganizers of business matters, the uncertainty of result affecting them, No
matter what the result of the election, this is written before it is
known, the country is not going to
tin!) demnition bowwows. We are
all going to live together peaceably,
each working out his destiny,
whether Bryan is president or Taft
Is elected.
We have been living under excitement for months and that is neither
good for the physical nor mental
powers. There is no money in politics to 75,000, 000 at least of the people of this country and it is no use
tearing one's shirt over the result,
no matter what it is. Let us get
down to business now and help
bring the country back to its united
prosperity. Roosevelt panics are
pretty stiff propositions, but we can
by proper effort overcome them or
at least live them down.—Frankfort
Journal.
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_COLD-BLOODED MURDER.

^it

The murder of Senator Edward
Ward Carmack, editor of the Nashville Tennesean, is one of the most
appalling crimes in Tennessee's
bloody annals. His tragic fate is one
that shoclis the nation. His death calls
for the stern and relentless administration of justice. It matters not what
position or alliances his slayers
boast, their terrible deed is not one
to be glossed over or excused on any
grounds. Let it be called by its right
name, cold-blooded
murder. The
.cheapness of human life, the villification of those in authority, contempt
of law, and unbridled manifestations
of hate and lust and savagery are being evidenced more and more every
day. There is no hope save in law.
If Tennessee permits this terrible
Crime to be transformed into a political farce, she will stand disgraced in
the eyes of the world. In the dastardly assassination of Senator Carmack the state has lost one of her
ablest, most distinguished and most
brilliant sons, whose untimely and
cruel taking off is mourned by the entire country.
The cackles of the American hens
are swelling into a mighty chorus.
Sixteen billion times a year these
citizens annovince the arrival of a
"fresh laid," and the sound of their
bragging in waxing loud in the land,
according to the Tenchnical World
magazine. According to the last
census there are valued at $70,000,000
and the egs that lay, would,if divided, allow 203 eggs annually to every
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time until its roads are as good as
political program, loses his po:Ition,
any.
has a host of friends and admirert
The county already had about 125
here. He is an admirably qualified
miles of pike in use and this 40 miles
physician and has discharged his duruns the total up to 165 miles, a fact
ties at the asylum with rare efficiency
in whieli every citizen of the county
and faihtfulness. He will return to
should take pride. This forty miles
his home in Muhlenburg county. Dr.
has cost about $68,000 of the $100,000 TO SUCCEED DR. FERGUSON AT Ferguson did not learn of his removal
tnal products exported, the polk, ;
realized from the bond issue. In
until today.
WESTERN ASYLUM.
many sections the residents have
beef, tallow, ham, bacon and sausThree members of the board of control attended the meeting, viz: Col.
age, weigh 846,860 tons, while the WHAT 11.1S BEEN DONE IN CHRIS- r.:ade subscriptions which have
helped materially in the work. The
Albert Scott, Republican; Stanley
weight of eggs laid yearly tips the .
TIAN COUNTY.
work for this year is now being
Milward, Republican, and Dr. Milton
scales at 970.363 tons.
brought to a close as the winter is at Young Bowling Green Physician Is Board, Democrat. Percy Haly, the
hand and the pikes cannot be laid
other Democratic member, was not
Appointed by the State Board of
RELIGION AND POLITICS.
successfully after the freezes have
present.
Control.
begun.
Other business transacted was of a
Charges made against Presidentroutine
nature. Col. Scott is still here
elect Taft, during the campaign be-•
To Resume Work.
and
.the
other members have returned
cause of his religious beliefs, are
Next spring the work will be reto
Louisville.
made the subject of a letter by Pressumed again and the $32,000 yet on
ident Roosevelt, which he has just'
hand will be enough to keep the
(From Tuesday's Daily)
The Imperial Deal.
made public, and in which he declares Forty Miles of New Pike in Christian. work going throughout next
sumThe
bi-partisan board of control
that discrimination because of religmer and will build about twenty of Kentucky
charitable institutions,
Dr. J. L. Barker, chairman of the
Construction Will Be Resumed
ious beliefs is outrageous and unmiles more which will bring the to- at the
regular
meeting
at
the
asylum,
Christian county committee of the
American.
tal close to the two hundred mark.
In the Spring.
Monday,
appointed
Dr.
D.
A.
CampPlanters' association, states that the
The letter is in reply to one reThe recent drouth was a great bell, to the
position
of
first
assistant
deal on between the association and
ceived from J. C. Martin, Dayton, 0.,
hardship in many ways but it was physician of the
Western Kentucky the Imperial company—referred to in
asking for information as to Taft's
the greatest advantage that could Asylum for the
Insane, vice Dr. Jo the widely published Clarksvikle disUnitarian beliefs, and the charges
have been secured in the road build- M. Ferguson,
the
incumbent.
patch—has not yet been consummated.
that his brother and wife are CathFiscal court met Monday, the ing. As stated before, the work was
Dr.
Campbell
is
a
prominent young In case the contracts are made, Montolics.
particular business being the con . unier headway on seventeen differ- physician and Republican of Bowling
gomery county will not, as might be
Scores of such letters, Roosevelt
sideratioh of the road question. The enTroads at the same time and the Green, and has had experience in asyinferred from the Clarksville telegram,
declares, were received by him durreport of a committee which had pikes seemed to literally grow as a lum work. He has a wife, but no
get all the benefit, hut. Christian and
ing the campaign.
been appointed at the called meeting result of these efforts. The dry children.
other
counties in the district will
"To discritanate," he writes,"against
last Friday and instructed to de- weather was exactly suited to the
Dr.
Ferguson,
who,
by
the
expected come in for their proportionate share.
a thorough upright citizen because
liver to W. F. Garnett & Co., the quarrying of rock, the hauling of it
unia......".....0111111•11111111Wori
he belongs to some particular church
purchasers of the $100,000 worth of to the desired spots, the grading of
or because like Lincoln, he has not
turnpike bonds, a block of $15,000 the roadbed and every phase of
avowed his allegiance to any church,
worth of the bonds, reported thi.t the important work.
Is an outrage against that liberty of
.*
this had been done and the money
conscience which is one of the founwas in the hands of David Smith,
dations of American life."
the trustee, for use.
Such a consideration, he says,
Supervisor's Report.
Officers of Election Like Operation of
should never be raised against any
New Law.
candidate for public office, and. as
W.
The report of road supervisor
an example of his own belief in this J. Murphy showed-that the sum of
respect he points to the fact that in $4,411.38 had been expended during
Heretofore the officers of registrahis cabinet at the present time October and that for the seven tion, of the election and the election
Protestants, Catholics and Jews are months from April to October in- commissioners have had to wait
represented, each chosen solely from clusive $26.719.90 had been expended several months befere getting the
the standpoint of his particular fit- this corning out of the regular road money ,for their services. Under
the new law however these amounts
ness to fill the office.
and bridge fund set aside from the are
payable at once and the fiscal
tax levy. Last year during the same court Monday allow3d the claims of
period $29,250.62 was spent. Super- the officers who officiated at the
"The Democratic party, though devisor Murphy stated in his report registration in this c;ty, at the varfeated, is in a much stronger poc:ition
ious
that special attention had been paid the election precincts throughout
today than at any time since the viccountry and the board of electo grading the roads, to bridges,
tion commissioners.
tory of 1892. The defeat of Mr. Cleveculverts and ditches and he believed
land in 1888 was, all things considthe roads were in better condition to
Mrs. E. 0. Witherspoon ,of Louisered, more disastrous than that of Mr.
the gruelling winter weather ville, is visiting Mrs. S.
stand
have
The
Democrats
S. Sibley on
this
year.
Bryan
they had ever been Second avenue, east and
travel
than
and
will spend
made more gains in this election than
before.
the winter.
in any election since 1884, and the
Democracy is a more vigorous, a more
Forty Miles of Pike.
harmonious and a more effective orJucklen's Arnica Salve
gan:zation than it has been as a miThe report of J. E. Meseley, civil
The Best Salve M
nority party since the days of Til- engineer, who has in charge the conden."—Lexington Gazette.
struction of new pike to be paid for
out of the special bond issue of $100,000 showed a most satisfactory state
Emperor William has a horse on this work. Mr. Moseley's report
President Roosevelt. He went up in showed that about forty miles of new
an airship yesterday.
pike had been completed, this being
distributed on seventeen different
roads, as follows:
Nashville road
Mi miles
Fairview and Pembroke
tl
road
44
Pilot Rock road.........
Antioch road
Greenville road.
IS BEING DONE TO IMPROVE THsE Johnson Mill road
44
Kirkmansville road
SCHOOLS.
Madisonville road
Buttermilk road.
Princeton road
Strong Interest Is Being Manifested Cadiz road
Gracey road
In the Movement—Large AttendNewstead road
44
Cox Mill road.
ance at the Meetings.
Palmyra road.
La Fayette road
Tobacco road (near Pemit
Especial attention is being paid in
broke).
1
Together with his fine herd of Registered Jerseys and Thoroughbred Regof
this county to the improvement
Crofton & Princeton road 13!,
the public schools in every way posistered Berkshire Hogs, Mules, Horses, Farming Implements, Machinery,
Total new pikes
40.7-12 "
sible. The Christian County School
Vehicles, Provender, etc., will be sold to the highest bidder.
Improvement league was formed at
More Work Needed.
the last meeting of the Teachers' inWhile the work on most of these
stitute and since then several meetraads
has been completed there are
ings have been held which aroused
which are a long
much interest and were the means several of them
way
from
it
yet.
For instance there
of much good.
Situated three and a half miles west of Murfreesboro, on Manson Pike, in the finest cectien
-.und
is the LaFayette road on which only
Largely Attended.
Murfreesboro,
and
is
unquestionbly
the
finest
farm,
including
improvements,
in
Ruth.
!ford
e
one quarter of a mile has been built,
These meetingt are made a semi- or just enough :to get work under
There is absolutely not one acre of waste land—no rock. Improvements consist of binds,
nine
holiday, the pupils, trustees, teach- good headway.
room two-story residence, with every modern convenience—bath, hot and cold waLer, L. Id wood
This is the road
ers and parents of several school that leaves the Palmyra road at
floors and staircase, cabinet mantels; situated in eight-acre park of maple and forest trees) Two fine
districts meeting at a given school Beverly. The Palmyra road has rebarns, with silo, and home complete. Fine orchard of every variety of fruits and grapes; cedar and
and all taking part in the proceed- ceived its four miles of macadam
wire fences; well watered. Nearer an ideal country home cannot be found in Tennessee. Terms
ings. At the Lantrip's meeting the and now the
liberal—made
known on day of sale.
pike r each es
crowd is said to have numbered ful- almost to Howell. On the Nashville
ly a thousand people and every- road the pike is complete to the
where large crowds attend. Basket Todd county line where It is met by
•
dinners are generally served and the a pike built by that county and traymeeting is an all day affair. Last elers can now go from here to TrenFor Further Information Apply to
week the meeting was held at Brick ton without ever getting off the pike.
church, on the Princeton road.
This road passes through Pembroke
Dr. J. B. Jackson, county health and is one of much importance to
officer, is always present at these that town. The Clarksville am d
meetings and he has already pro- Fairview roads were already piked
duced visible results by his instruc- to the county line, the Gracey road
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
tions as to how the schools should lacks only a fed' miles and the work
be conducted In order to keep the will be continued until all the impupils in a healthy state. He in- portant roads of the county are metstructs them as to sanitation and alled to the county limits. All of the
Nashv ille, Tennessee
ventilation and how to act in case new pikes that have been built were
contagious diseases make their ap- laid strictly according to specificapearance.
We will be glad to show you over place any time before day of sale without
tions which called for a depth of
General Benefit.
'stone in the center of ten inches and
expense to you. We will have conveyance at Murfreesboro to meet north
The teachers get together and grading to six inches at the edges
and south bound trains on day of sale.
compare notes of their own experi- 1 and the pikes range from twelve to
ences which results in general ben- sixteen feet in width.
Getting Its Share.
eflt. The trustees follow the same I
example, the pupils and parents
Every section of the county is reeven profit by an exchange of exper- ceiving its proportionate share of the
iences and views and a much better , improvemept of roads and the recondition is the result. Several such sult is especially noticeable in North
meetings have been held throughout Christian where the roads generally
the county and many others are in become so bad. New pikes are gradprospect,-the first of which will be ually stretching into this part of the
at Caaky on November 20.
county and it will only be a short
person—man, woman and child—in!woRK
the United States. The value of all
the fowls, $85,800,000, would entitle
every person in the country to $1.12
if they were sold and the proceeds
divided. All the weight of the ani-

NAME OR. CAMPBELL

REPORTS TO FISCAL COURT

anted

GET THEIR PAY

5000 Turkeys

At Once--Also Eggs. Highest Cash
ppices paid. Call or phone. Cumb. 168,
Home 1183

The Peter Fox Sons'Co.

Hopkinsvillle,• Ky. 8th and Water St

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

GOOD LEAGUE WORK

Auction Sale
Wednesday, Nov. 25

Allen c. Johnson's Maple
Park Farm
Farm Contains 200 Acres

Free Barbecue----Everybody Cordially Invited

Love, Logan & Love,
G. A. Maddux & Co.

Agents

Don't Forget The Dale,
Wednesday, Nov.25, 1908

".^."
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ME REMEDY WOMAN
S.S.S.FOR SURES AID ULCERS

AS A RIDER Roycrolt Philosophy

FIrba
By Eertus

I

The combination 'of healthful vegetable ingredients of which S. S. S. is
Written in a sincere and kindly desire to help the young
tomposed, makes it an especially desirable and effective remedy in the treat- SAYS SHE OFTEN ACCOMPANIED
ment of sores and ulcers of every kind. Since an impure condition of the
who do not know, and the older ones who sometimes forget
MEN ON RAIDS.
blood is responsible for the trouble, a medicine that can purify the blood is
the only hope of a successful cure; and it should be a medicine that not only
cleanses the circulation, but one that at the same time restores the blood to
It is foolish to say sharp, hasty things, but 'tis a deal more
its normal, rich, nutritive condition. S. S. S. is just such a remedy. It is
to write 'ern. When a man sends you an impudent letter, sit
foolish
made entirely of healing, cleansing vegetable properties, extracted from naright down and give it back to him with interest ten times comture's roots, herbs and barks of the forest and fields. It has long been Special Session of Court and a New
pounded—and then throw both letters into the waste basket.
recognized as the greatest of all blood purifiers, possessing the qualities
Grand Jury to Investigate Reelhas
purified
To obtain a place, a free field, a harmonious expansion for your
S.
S.
S.
When
blood.
necessary to remove every impurity in the
readheal
ulcers
and
it,
sores
power—this is life. To be tied down, pinned to a task that is rethe circulation, and strengthened and enriched
foot Murder.
ily and surely, because they are no longer fed and kept open by a continual
pugnant, and have the shrill voice of necessity whistling eternally
discharge into them of irritating disease-laden matter from the blood. S. S. S.
in your ears, "Do this or starve," is to starve—for it starves the
brings about a healthy condition of the flesh by supplying it with rich,
heart, the soul—and all the higher aspirations of your being wither
nourishing blood and makes a permanent and lasting cure. Book on Sores
and die.
away
and Ulcers and any medical advice mailed free to all who write.
UNION CITY, Tenn., Nov. 6.—AdThe man who allows his life to justify itself, and lets his work
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. missions of a startling nature were
speak, and when reviled reviles not again, must be a very great and
made by Mrs. Ella Pride, it is
lofty soul.
claimed, when she was taken before
If you wish to get an education you can.
the coterie of lawyers who are prosYour heart does the work.
ecuting the Night Rider cases. It is
Be sure of one thing—yourself.
said she admitted that she had been
Do not sneak yin''r way throu h life.
a helper of the Night Riders, had gone
Have something back of the si4ile.
with the riders on some of their
An act is only a crystallized th ught.
raids and has a list of them, and their
Remember the week-day to peep it holy.
secrets, which she unfolded WednesThe store is a hive; be a bee not a drone.
day morning.
A business education is an conomic freedom.
Her testimony was taken down by
Every duty well done ma s the next easier to do.
Effective April 26th, 1908
a stenographer, it is said, and is one
It is ridiculous to suppose that a youth can shut himself away
of the most damaging blows yet seNORTH BOUND.
from the actual world of men, women and thiags in a college tor
6:40 a. m.
cured against Night Riders. Accorda few years, and then come forth and direct mortals in the way
No 238 Paducah-Cairo Express, leave
m.
a.
11:30
Mail
Wide
Mrs.
by
told
Louisville
story
the
to
and
ing
Evansville
" 302
of life.
6:26 p.m.
Copyright, 1908, by Elbert'Hubbard.
•6
340 Princetcn Mixed.
she was forced into the night riders'
SOUTH'BOUND.
organization through a combination
10:00 a. m
arrives
Mixed,
e
Hopkinsvitl
26,
p.m.
3:60
of circumstances. After she had
206, Evansville Mail,arrives
6.25p. m
arrivives
Mail,
Louisville
learned their secrets they took her
321 Evansville and
G. R. NEWMAN, Agent
on some of the raids. She denied that
she was in the Walnut Log raid.
IrP6463F0,664.
asaaereelasirwil-serosILeirsb
Later she and some members of
the gang had a quarrel. It is intiSent FREE
mated that jealousy had something to
Dr. Edwards, Specialist,
to hpuseheeperm
ESAND WAS WHIPPED BY TE
do with the quarrel and became so BUT RAISED IT ONLY WITH
Eye, Ear, Nose and
bitter that her house was finally
Terrible Eczema—Head Became. '
SEE NIGHT RIDERS.
Throat. Test made free of
GREAT DIFFICULTY.
burned. Her father, Z. Baugus, and
Rash
and
Sores
Itching
a Mass of
charge for glasses. Phoeshe were whipped by the night rid—Would Scratch Till Blood Came
nix Bldg., Main St, Hopers, and it is understood her father
Cook Book
—Much Money Wasted in Fruitless
wil swear to a number of affidavits
kinsville, Ky.
telling how to prepare delicatt
Treatments—Disease Was Soon Family Needed the Necessaries of
against men whom he recognized in Sales of Burley Begin at Lexington.
and delicious dishes.
confesthe raid on him. Mrs. Pride's
60.011P%.40L3.1"664.30e
1,411U
"
.
Life—Wife Made to Witness the
,
j
Address LEIBIG CO., P. 0. Box 27,
Johnson Has Guards and a
may also be used in swearing
sion
New York
Brutal Beating.
out a number of other warrants. Mrs.
Searchlight.
Pride is about 40 years old.
Attorney General Caldwell would
"Our little girl was two months old
not state whether she would go be-..
when she got a rash on her face and
fore the grand jury.
within rive days her face and head were
WAVERLY, Tenn., Nov. 6.—Jesse
one sore. We used different remeall
6.—Tobacco
Nov.
Ky.,
,
of
secretary
LEXINGTON
was
she
claims
She
instead of better Robinson, a farmer living on the Tenworse
got
it
but
dies
of
Draeahr 3 gives contracts, backed by chain the night riders and has all of their sales in the south for the disposal
and we thought she would turn blind
tit 30 Co: eges, $300,000.00 capital, and 19 secrets written down.
Lexingcrop opened on the
and that her ears would fall off. She nessee river near Cuba Landing, was
1908
the
years' s 'mess, to secure positions n n del
terribly, and would scratch taken from his home to the woods
(Incorporated)
raasonai le conditions or refund tuition.
ton breaks. One hundred and sixty suffered
blood came. At night we
the
until
and given a
Investments
Best
Offers You the
thousand pounds were sold at $11 to had to pin her hands down. This nearby a few nights ago
fer Your Savings.
old,
severe threshing with hickory withes
was five months
$23 per hundred. The American To- went on until she
her under our family doc- by some unknown parties, who also
had
1
then
prol
n
he
that
concede
teaches
losIt
more
Gr....rn
Northern
it invests its funds
Buckbee's "Full of Life
bacco Co., known here as the trust tor's care, but she continued to grow
BooLkeeAng In THREE months than they Pedigreed
Seeds have a repatation of 38 years ot
his wife go with them to witsolely in first mort
lo in SD.. Draughon can convince YOU.
to
pays
It
them.
bought nearly all the tobacco offered, worse. He said it was eczema. When made
successful seed growing behind
peoto
I
the
old
started
months
of
seven
homes
the
on
was
she
gages
ness the punishment inflicted.
75 per cent of the plant the best.
securing the greater part of it at use Cuticura Soap, Cuticura Ointment,
, United States Seasonable Sp4.--sialties:—
ple in this city,and thus avoids
It is said that Mr. Robinson, who
Court Report er
BEANS
$19.50, $22 and $23 per hundred. On- and Cuticura Resolvent, and in three
all of the risks attendant upon
A-rite the system of Shorthand Draughon
using belongs to the Farmers' union,. had
kept
I
change!
a
Red Valentine . . $3.50 Bushel
what
Earliest
—
weeks
commercial banking.;
ly 22,000,000 pounds of tobacco were the Cuticura Remedies for two months
:caches, )ecause they know it is THE BEST
Refugee—Extra Early . . $3.25 Bushel
sold several sacks of peanuts a few
Bushel
$3.70
.
Pod
Green
Stringless
"Why
and
New
booklet
FOP F1'EE CATALOGUE
raised in the white burley district and our baby was a different girl. You
all of its loans are
Wardwell's Imp. Kidney Wax $4.50 Bushel
:earn 1Vegraphy?" which explain all, car
sign of a sore and she days before, and this gave offense to
payable in small
this year ,and it is believed the trust could not see a new-born
HI or wi ce JNO. F. DRAUGHON,President
Davis New White Wax . . $4.75 Bushel
baby, and all
a
as
fair
as
was
Bushel
$4.5o
.
Wax
Proof.
Rust
Currie's
monthly payments, beginning
of for the small cost of a dollar and seventy- his enemies.
regardless
all
nearly
it
buy
will
PBAS
After wearing out several switches
as soon as the loan is made,
five cents where we had spent ten
Extra Early Alaska . . . $3.5o Bushel
the price.
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
and thus reducing the loan and
for doctoring. She on him they made him take the stubmoney
the
New Early Grad us . . . . $5.5o Bushel
times
arz also 110116 BY HAIL
Last year the same district pro- is now two years old and has not had a
Horsford's Market Garden . $3.5o Bushel
increasing our relative security
Bushel
ends of the withes home with him
$5.00
Express
ted)
Lightning
(Incorpora
Buckbee's
duced 80,000,000 pounds, the yield be- sign of the eczema since. Mrs. H. F.
all the time.
of
line
full
a
and
Tomato
Lettuce, Radish,
Bucike, R. F. D. 4, LeSueur, Minn., that he might remember not to offend
PADUCAH, NASHVILLE.
Can and let us explain the plans
Seeds, Plants and Bulbs at lowest growing prices. ing cut down this year because of
Apr. 15 a:ad May 2. 19o7:
of
in future.
list
a
submit
Lours
or
ST.
or
catalogue
LLE
complete
EVANSVI
Send for
of the Association.
and the "no crop"
outrages,
nightrider
prices.
quote
will
and
gbur requirements
Mr. Robinson is a poor man and he
Buy direct from the grower—Save Mosey.
of the Society of Equity. A large
.4.a J06..A. .
i9b
paper.
this
Mention
and his family have been ill nearly
Write today.
-;7:18 Kind You Have Aiwari Roirgjipart of the tobacco sold today was
..ears th
iv.
all summer. He sold his peanuts so
raised near town by Louis Johnson,
uxrurt,
he might pay his debts and prothat
2.e`4;:22./
1377 Buckhee St., Rockford Seed Farms, Rockford, IIL who from the time the
seed was By an Itching Humor. Another
vide some necessaries for his family.
Cure by Cuticura Remedies.
planted last spring had guards about
is a. member of the Farmers' unHe
humor
a
with
which
out
"I broke
his field and barns. He had nine men spread
almost all over my body. The ion in good standing, and his loyalty
about his buildings up to last night Itching would get worse on retiring,
not sleep. I tried several to the union is said to be attested by
to keep away nightriders, and, with so I could
remedies but it grew worse until I got the fact that he has on hand his last
one exception raised the only crop some Cuticuta Soap and Cuticura Pills
years' crop of peanuts, holding them
without nightrider molestation. John- which began to relieve me at once. By
the time I had used one vial of the Pills, for a better price, as other union men
son's crop was the largest raised in the humor was entirely gone. I wish
are doing.
Kentucky this year, and is valued at every sufferer could secure the CutiMr. Robinson says he, has no idea
cura Remedies. Travis Bates,Hamburg,
$10,000.
26,
1907."
April
Ark.,
who his assailants were; not knowing
He has a searchlight in a cupola on
Ccfmplete External and Internal Treatment for that he had an enemy anywhere.
Every Humor of Infants, Children. and Adults contop of the house, which is constantly sists of Cuticura Soar) (26e.) to Cleanse the Skin,
Several merchants of the same
Cuticles Ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin, and
used every night to prevent the occu- Cuticles Resolvent (50c ).(or In the form of Chocolate
Coated Pills, 25e. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood. community- and other citizens have
pants being surprised by nightriders, Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug & Chem.
been warned not to buy or sell peaCorp.. Sole Props., Boston, Mass
as they have sworn vengeance for his
warmaned Free. Cuticura Book on Skin Diseases nuts until they were given notice of
defiance.
the price to pay or at what price to
sell.
aismsmassosamma

v
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HIS TOBACCO SOLD BABY'S EYESIGHT SOLD SOME PEAR IS

WAS THREATENED

Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef

By

CURED AT SLIGHT COST
BY CUTICURA REMEDIES

4---- COOD
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Facts At7,out the Great
Majestic Range
,h±lijillar7111111111111W-7ffaligillii
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RATIONAL CURE FOR ECZEMA

I

WILLIAMS-CLOUD
MIND

It Is the on' rsnr ir the w 'rid wade • 1
Malleahle and Chareoal I -en.
ef a ,:oule, the
It has, beyeed any ciin'es
large-t and be-t re-erv. ir
It 114tIS about lirsif th«- feel useo on other range', and does better work by far.
The Majestic All Copp, r Niel(led Reservoir
heats the water quicker mad hotter. than any
other. It is Cie only reservoir with a remova.
be frame.
The Charco .1 Iron Bed- ef the Gr f NinkStiC
Range lasts three times as long as a steel body.
Being made of non-breakable material. ther
IS practically no expense for repaieng MakstiC.
As for bakieg, it in perfection ; net only ior a
few months, but for all time lo come.
A great Majestic Range la,ts three time as
long as a cheap range, but don't cost three
times as much.
PROOF—We don't ask you to take our word
for any of the above statements, but if you will
call at our store, a man from the factory, where
Majestic Ranges are made, will prove to your
satisfaction that these are absolute facts, and
will show you many more reasons why the
Great Majestic Range is absolutely the best
that money can buy.

No More Dosing the Stomach—Cure
The Skin Through the Skin.
When you have a scratch on your
hand you wash it out and cleanse it
and then the skip cures itself. You
do not take blood medicine to cure
a festered wound.
Tee best skin specialists today are
agreed that the only way to cure the
skin is through the skin.
The fact that eczema is a skin disease and not a blood disease is evident from atatistics whicteshow that
nearly all eczema sufferers are per
iectly healthy in all other ways except as to their skin. If the czema
patients were really suffering from
an inward malady; the entire body
and not only the kin`would be diseased.
You can prove immediately the
relief of a true skin cure by using oil
of wiiitergreen as compounded by
D. D. D. Prescription.
This liquid attacks the disease
germs, numbing them while building up the healthy tissue of the skin.
‘Ve have now handled this meritoriMIS and thorolighly scientific remedy for KO long and have seen its reliable result so many timos that we
freely express our centidence. L. L.
1
klopkinsville, Ky.

Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
not only heals irritation and allays
inflamation, thereby stopping the
cough, but it moves the bowels gently
and in that way drives the cold from
the system. Contains no opiatees. It
is pleasant to take, and children especially like the taste, so nearly like
maple sugar. Sold by all druggists.

Announcement is made of the engagement and approaching marriage
of Mr.Ben Williams and Miss Elizabeth Cloud. The ceremony will be
performed at the home of the bride
on Wednesday, November 18,' and
will be witnessed by only relatives
and intimate friends. Rev. G. W.
Lyon, of this city, will officiate. The
Remedy
bride-to-be is a daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Cloud., of near West
Fork, this county, and is a social
13 quickly, absorbed.
favorite in South Christian society. Gives Relief at Once.
Mr. Williams is a well known and It cleanses, soothes,
prominent yoang farmer of South heals awl protects
the diseased memTodd.—Pembroke Journal.
brane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
To Increase Stock.
gead quickly.
of
stores the sensesReTaste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., atDrugThe board of directors of the Pem- gists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
broke Warehouse Co., has inaugu • Ely Brothers,56 Warren Street, New York.
rated a movement to increase the
capital stock of the company by isJIG411-41,—.11,-.111-4
suing $5,000 of 6 per cent preferred
stock. ln order to do this it will be
necessary to secure the consent of
I PI
the holders of two-thirds of the
stock outstanding. In order to get
the consent of the stockholders a s:
,
meeting has been calltd to be held 1
at the wareliouae on St tatli9
• *;
vember Da—Pembroke Jeu rnal.
Veterinary
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CATARRH

E'v'q nraam Balm
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Warned Two Men Not to Op2n A Lumber 7:10 I And
Attempted to Destvoy The Property By Fire

Ballot

Has Never Failed to Cast rlis
And Never Scratched The
Ticket.

•

NASHVILLE, Tenn., ()v. 7.—A both ti e mill and a quantity of lumband of Night Eiders appeared with- ber, but failed to accomplish their
The claimn of Christian county to in thirteen miles of this city last purpose.
Two arrests have been made, and
f. producing in the Cayce family the night.
largest number of Democratic votcrs
They warned two brothers, J. and the officers of the law are determinin the same faanily was never refuted
Brown,not to open a lumber mill. ed to ferret out the band and cap'or even questioned, but to our C.
to ture all of the members.
neighbor, Trigg county, belongs the The Night Riders tried to set fire
distinction of having the oldest
active voter possibly in the country.
For the seventy-sixth time in his
. life "Jack" Wood, one of the fore• most citizens of that county, voted
the Democratic ticket last Tuesday
The ballot was cast at Roaring
CHICAGO, Nov. 7.—The election
Sprins and to reach the polling place
Mr. Wood had to ride in a surrey of Gov. Charles S. Deneen to serve
' three miles over some of the rough- another term as governor af Illinois
est and hilliest road in that couety. will be contested by his defeated
This he did, though, and kept clear Democratic rival, according to a
his record of "never having missed signed statement issued by Charles
an election or scratched a ticket" Boeschenstein, chairman of the
since he became of age.
Democratic state central committee.
.
Mr. Wood recently passed his The statement follows:
ninety-seventh birthday and despite
"I am convinced that with a corhis advanced age he is still hale and rect count and an honest canvass,
hearty and talked to his friends Adlai D. Stevenson has a pluralty
• gathered at the voting place last of the vote east in the election last
Tuesday. He expects to see several Tuesday for governor of Illinois.
• more elections roll around and says We will demand that the ballots be
he will continue to cast his ballot rcounted. The dem and for a re
each time if he can possibly get to count will be,,.rnade upon the legislathe polls.
ture as provided for in the statutes."
Gov. Deneen's plurality is estimatTickling, tight Coughs, can be sure- ed at from 23,000 to 26,000 Ben P.
ly and quickly loosened with a pre- Atwell, secretary to Chairman
scription. Druggists are dispensing Boeschenstein, explained that errors
everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Cough in the count had already been disRemedy. And it is so very, very dif- covered in several precincts, and it
ferent than common cough medicines. was calculated that if only three
No opium„ no Choloform, absolutely ballots in each of the 4,040 voting
nothing harsh or unsafe.. The tender precincts in Illinoil were taken from
leaves of a harmless, lung healing Deneen and given on recount to
mountainous shrub, gives the curative Stevenson the latter would be found
properties to Dr. Shoop's Cough Rem- to have wcti the election.
ADL.AI E. STEVENSON.
edy. Those leaves have the power
to calm the most distressing Cough
and to soothe and heal the most sensitive bronchial membrane. Mothers
should, for safety's sake alone, always demand Dr. Shoop's. It can
with perfect freedon be given to even
the youngest babes. Test it yourself! and see. Sold by Anderson &
' Fowler Drug Co. (Incorporated.)

ADLAI E. STEVENSON WILL
CONTEST DENEEN'S ELEITION

EMPEROR WILLIAMS PAYS
VISIT TO FRANCIS JOSEPH

1

NOT CLERK'S FAULT
That

Ballots

Ran

Short at

Baker's

Mill.

The New Era:
There has been some talk regarding the giving out of the ballots
at Bakers Mill precinct at last Tuesday's election and from some sources
have been accusei of sending out
less than the necessary amount for
political purposes. The law expressly statts that each year the number
of ballots to be printed shall be decided by the election of the preceding year; that an additional fifty
per cent shall be added to the number of votes cast the year before. In
1907 a total of 145 votes were cast at
Bakers Mill, and by adding fifty per
cent to this the number of ballots as
required by law should have been
218, but to make sure, the book contained 220 as any one can see by the
stub book. The reason the ballots
gave out was on account of the unprecedented and unexpected increase
in the vote.
Trusting this will fully explain the
matter, I am
Yours Truly,
O. L. CAMPBELL,
County Court Clerk.

I
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SACRED SESSION

WHEEL FILED'JURY

Stop That Cold

To check early co1,7s or Cripne with ''Prevcntics"
HAVE
COMMISSIONEHS
means sure defeat tor 1.ft-11:nutria. To stop a cold NEW
with Prtventics is sa for than to let it run and be
ot,liged to cure it a iterwa ris. To be sure, proCOMPLETED THE WORK
DEPARTED BROTHERS.
verifies will cure even a deeply seated cold. but
tak,.n early—at the sner•ze stage—they hrt•rik, or
Load off therte early colds. That's surely bet.P.:r.
That's wily they are,called Preventies.
l'reventicsare little Candy Cold Cures. No Quinine. no physic, nothing sickening. Nice for the
. ell .1,1n11 —:111,1 then(ili;thly safe too. If you Ie.; Special Term of One Week in Order
The Hon. Thomas Thomas. of BOW'
Chilly. if you S110,•7.“.
acne ad over think of
..s, may a!-.) s:Ive lia!f vol:r
Yr. Viii'. Protentn,
To Relieve Crowded Condition
ing Green, Will Deliver the AnA111 i a t forgt.
usual
eLl1. if
there is feverishness, ni;:llt or day. Herein p:oh..
of Docket.
ably lies Preventics' greatest efficiency. bull in
nual Memorial Addresses.
be boxes for the pocket, also in 25c boxes of 98
Preventics. Insist on your druggists giving you

ELKS WILL HONOR IVIEMCRY OF

‘V:)I

THE COUNTRY

AA*
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reventics

(From Saturday's Daily)
The jury commissioaers, J. W.
Riley, James Orten and Oscar WilANDERSON-FOWLER DRUG CO. son, have completed their wo:k of
filling the jury wheel with the names
Incorporated)
of citizens from whom the juries for
the next term will be drawn.
Before adjourning court this
morning Judge Cook made an order
calling a special term of one week to
Judge Hargis Leaves All His Estate to convene one week in advance of the
regular February term, this being
His Widow.
done so that the present crowded
condition of the docket might be reJACKSON, Ky., Nov.7.-eThe will lieved. In calling this special term
of Judge James Hargis was probat- Judge Cook had the hearty pupport
ed id the Breathitt county court. of all the lawyers at the bar and a
special docket of eighteen cases, or
three per day for the time, was soon
agreed upon which should be tried
during that week. Nearly-all of
these cases are small but they greatly hamper the docket and if they
can be tried and gotten rid of they
will greatly ease the situation. The
special term will begin on the ihird
Monday in February% and will make
the term at that time last for seven
weeks instead of the usual six
weeks.
Judge Cook wound up the business
of the present term just in time to
take the 11:30 train Tar his home at
Murray where court will open Monday morn!ng.Special interest centers
in the coming term at Murray as
several cases where the defendants
are charged with night riding are on
the docket.

TilA annual sacred session of Hopkinsville Lodge No. 545, Benevolent
and Protecive Order of Elks, will
be held on the afternoon of the first
Sunday in December. This beautiful custom of paying tributes of respect and love to the memory of departed brothers is observed with impressive ceremonies at the same
time in every city and town in
America in which an Elks' lodge is
established. In Hopkinsville the
following committee has charge of
the details of the service: Col. J ouett Henry, Charles S. Jarrett, T. C.
Underwood, T. J. Tate, J. D. Russell and E. J. Duncan,all past exalted
rulers, and Lawson B. Flack, the
esquire. As the orator of the occasion the lodge, through the committee, extended an invitation to the
Hon.Thomas W.Thomas,of:Bowling
Green, a prominent member of the
order and a leading attorney of the
Warren county bar, and he has consented to deliver the annual address.
Mr. Thomas, who is a brother of the
Rev. Frana Thomas, chaplain of
the Third Kentucky regiment, and
Capt. Richard Thomas, is an able
and eloquent speaker and a thinker
of marked originality. Last year,
members of the local lodge, John
Stites and J. T. Hanbery, were the
eulogists, and in preceding years addresses have been delivered by former Mayor Robert Worth Bingham of
Louisville, and Hon.E.E.Earlywine
of Paris, former Attorney General
E. A. Price, of Nashville, Rev. Geo.
C. Abbitt, the chaplain of the lodge,
Attorney General James Breathitt,
District Deputy Grand Exalted
Ruler William Farley, of Paducah.
and the Hon.Ruby Laffoon,of Madisonville. The service, owing to the
very large assemblage of citizens
that always attend, will probably be
held at the tabernacle, which will
be appropriately decorated for the
occasion. The musical features of
the occasion promise to be unusually attractive,that portion of the program being in the capable hands of
Mr. Flack. Messrs. Jarrett, Duncan and Tate will look after the
decorations.

BEECH CUT OFF

Watched Fifteen Years.
"For fifteen years I have watched
the working of Bucklen's Arnica
Wye; and it has never failed to cure
any sore, boil, ulcer or burn to which
it was applied. It has saved us many
BEECH HARGIS.
a doctor bill," says A. F. Hardy, of
Young Kentucky feudist who slew his East Wilton, Maine. 25c at Cook &
father and is aided by his mother in Higgins drug store and Cook's Pharhis fight for acquittal.
macy.
The witnesses are Floyd Day, now
administrator for the Hargis estate,
and Judge G. J. C. Black, the attorney who prepared it.
This will is dated June 5, 1906, and
by its provisions be queath all of the
property of Judge Hargis of every
kind to his widow.
Beach Hargis, the youthful slayer
of his father, received nothing whatever from the Hargis estate. Neither
does Mrs Evelyn Hogg, the only
daughter of Judge Hargis. Floyd
day was discharged as administrator.

Tresses

Man's

Imperial

Ensnares," Says

•
EMPEROR WILLIAM.
FRANCIS JOSEPH QF The kaiser's latest portraits show the
AUSTRIA.
loss of the upturned ends of his musHe was born Aug. 18, 1830, and as- tache, due to contact of one side with
cended the Austrian throne in 1848.
a lig:ited cigarette.
EMPEROR

VIENNA, Austria, Nov. 7.—Emperor William, of Germany, has arrived on a brief visit to Emperor Francis Joseph. The visit is regarded
as a demonstration of German good will toward the Austrian attitude on
the near Eastern wiestion.

KERN ANNOUNCES AS A
CANDIDATE FOR SENATO R

Good Cough Medicine for Children
and Grown Folks, Too.
"We could hardly do without Chamberlain's Cough Remedy," says Mrs.
Flora Despain, of Bloyd, Ky. "I found
it to be so good for the croup and
have used it for years. I can heartily
recommend it for coughs, colds and
croup in children and grown folks,
too." The above shows the implicit
confidence that many mothers place
in Chamberlain' Cough Remedy, a
confidence based on many years' experience in the use of it. No one need
hesitate t o use this remedy for it
contains no choloform, opium or
other narcotics and may be given to
a child as confidently as to an adult.
For sale by Anderson-Fowler Drug
Co. (Incorporated.)

Bryan's Running Mate Wants to

Suc-

ceed Heminway in Indiana.

Improvement Leazue.
(From Saturday's Daily)
The Gracey School Improvement
League gave a box supper at the
school house last night for the benefit of the school.
The affair was a decided success,
netting the sum of $33 dollars.
The first improvement to be made
with this money will be to install
the individual cup system in the
school. Other improvements will
follow. The league at Gracey has
some very determined ladies as
members.

•
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., Ifot. 9.—
John W. Kern, defeated candidate
for Vice-President, announces that
he is a candidate for United States
Senator to succeed James A. Hemenway. The Indiana legislature is
Democratic on joint ballot by a majority of twelve. Others mentioned
as probable candidates are John E.
Lamb, of Terre Haute, who was in
charge of Democratic National headquarters at Chicago during the last
campaign: Thomas Taggart ex-National chairman; State Sentator L.
Ert Slack, Benjamin E. Shively and
Edward Hoffman, of Fort Wayne.
After declaring that it has always
been his life-long ambition to represent Indiana in the United States
senate, Mr. Kern said:
"I do not want the plaCe unless
ithe Democrats of Indiana so desire.
If a majority favor my .electioe,
feel that 1 am entitled to it. It is
scarcely necessary to say that' have
no money to put into the race. If I
am elected, it will be because the
people favor me and so d dare
through their representatives."

Race

Pope.

The grandest of feminine attractions is a beautiful head of luxuriant
hair. Glorious hair! Great poets
have sung its praises; artists have
endeavored to portray it accurately,
but have seldom succeeded.
Ara you a woman?
Would you crown yourself with
glorious hair? Would you add
doubly to your present attractiseness?
Then go to the drug store of Cook
& Higgins and ask for a bottle of
Parisian Sage, the great hair tonic
and beautifier. A large bottle costs
but 50 cents, and in one week's time
it will change harsh, lusterless,
untidy hair into soft, silky and luxuriant hair.
Parisian Sage is fully guaranteed
by Cook & Higgins to stop falling
hair, cure dandruff and itching of
the scalp in two weeks, or money
back.
It kills the microbes, that's how it
cures dandruff. It is a pleasant and
invigorating hair dressing, does not
dye the hair, an:1 is not sticky or
greasy.
"I have used Parisian Sage two
weeks only, yet in that time I find
my hair has wonderfully increased
in beauty, thickness and luxuriance.
But what surprised me most was the
disappearance of all dandruff. It
pleases me to recommend such an
efficient remedy to all my friends.
Gracefully yours, Mrs. Maud Hagar,
617 West 136th St., New York City."
For sale by Cook & Higgins or by
express, all charges prepaid, from
(iiroux Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
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We invite your
account as safe
depository for
your funds.Deposit your s alliable papers in
our vaults -where they are
safe from fir:
and burglars.

Capital,

$C0,000.00

Surplus, $75,000.00
This bank ranks among the first in the
whole state of Kentucky in proporVon of
FLU plus to capital.
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NEW --ZORW, Nov. 7.—The government's contention that the American Tobacco company is a trust in
the restaint of trade was sustained
here today by the federal court of
appeals.

Will be

NOTED ACTORS WED

IT IS A TRUST
JOHN W. KERN.

NEW STAMPS

Information has been received
here that the postoffice department
has in course of preparation a series
of postage stamps of new design,
known as the series of 1908, and that
stamp books containing the new 2cent stamps will be ready for issue
to postmasters Nov. 16. Requisition
postage stamps will be filled
for
•
Rheumatism promptly driven from
with the old design until the supply
the blood with Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic
Remedy. Don't waste time with com- of the department is exausted, unmon remedies. A test will surely less the postmasters indicate the
tell. In tablet or liquid form. Sold new stamps are desired.
by Anderson & Fowler Drug Co.
The postage stamps of the new de(Incorporated.)
sign are of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 18,
15, 60-cent and $1 denominations.
SUNDAY'S GOSPEL HIT.
I The 1 cent stamp tears a head of
Benjamin Franklin in profile from
JACKSONVILLE,Ind., Nov. 7.— Houdon's bust. All the other denom"Billy" Sunday, the b as eball inations bear the head of George
evangelist, closed a five weeks' Washington, in profile from Houmeeting here. In two free will offer- don's bust. The border designs ci
ings he received $7,279. The people all the denominations are idegticaf,
started to take the third offering the head being in an ellipse on end,
when the evangelist entered the with laurel leave's od.either side of
tabernacle and stopped the tellers. the ellipse. Above the head are the
Finally the evening offering, at the words "U. S. Postage," and below
suggestion of an evangelist, was it the denominations. The size and
given to a hospital.
shape of tbe stamps arethe same as
Sunday has caused 2,642 profes- the series of 190'2.
sions of conversions, and 20,000 peoEvery
ple heard him Sunday.
its
closed
has
Jackscnville
saloon in
doors, and fifteen saloon proprietors
are enjoying liberty through the
sufferance of the judge of the circuit
NEW YORK,Nov. 7.—Nat Gcadcourt.
win, who was recently divorced by
It has been the greatest gospe
Maxine Elliottaand Edna Goodrich,
clean-up Jacksonville has ever seen.
formerly a member of his company,
••• "'Pleasant, sure easy, safe little liver were married this afternoon at New
Pills are DeWitt's Little Early Risers. Rochelle, N. Y. Miss Goodrich was
They are easy to take, and act gently the actress who introduced Harry
We sell and recommend them. All Thaw to Evelyn Nesbit.
druggists.

WOMEN, LOVELY WOMEN
"Fair
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TO SUCCEED S. G. BUCKNER AS

Call or Phone Us Your Orders For

SALESMAN.

Pure Whiskey or Brandy,

7sg

e•

Prizers and

•

Warehousemen For the

Association.—Report of Condition
of the Local Market.

Try a Case of Frank Fehr's Beer or Malt Tonic,
it will build you up.

Streets of the Metropolis.
ammo%

•

NEW YORK, Nov. 10.—As a result of a shocking tragedy,.Edward
M. Morgan, postmaster Of New
York, and a distinguished citizen, is
seriously wounded, and E. P. Mackey is dead.
Mr. Morgan was shot on the street
by Mackey, who was a stenographer
for a law firm.
After firing on the postmaster, the
stenographer turned the pistol on
himself and fired a bullet into a
vital spot.4
It is supposed that Mackey was
insane.
Mr. Morgan was removed to a
hospital. He may recover but his
wound is very dangerous.

1 Hopkinsville 215 105 26 102 209 109 209 108 66 81
427 42 431 42 422 47 419 61 34 179
"
2
44
3
124 204 151 175 159 163 155 166 117 25
133 157 155 140 146 144 147 142 78 33
"
4
44
122 94 119 94 114 96 113 25 35
,87
5
44
61 86 64 88 64 82 66 80 29 29
6
98
122 60 122 60 79 106 77 107
7 Longview
as
89
46
60
86
63
64
83
64
83
8 Beverly
132 54 136 49 135 46 137 45 21 77
9 Casky.
10 Gordontleld.. 125 66 123 70 109 86 109 86 14 1(4
195 116 168 145 143 163 158 143 29 59
11 S Pembroke
12 Brent's Shop 112 79 112 79 109 72 110 72 58 95
194 103 192 106 190 le6 190 106 17 179
13 Newstead
145 119 14 121 140 129 150 130 43 119
14 Graeey
130 172 126 178 89 214 105 189 59 150
15 N Pembroke
16 Edwards' Mill 68 88 59 87 57 90 57 90 00 00
17 Perry's S. H. 116 160 121 165 126 130 130 141 77 87
158 128 150 131 148 128 14s 128 67 120
18 Lafayette
19 Bennettstown 101 78 100 80 98 86 100 81 47 100
185 106 182 109 132 163 132 163 45 168
20 Howell
21 West Crofton 1512 -62 153 59 151 77 152 81 30 133
22 East S. House 202 93 200 101 195 90 196 90 71 155
90 96 90 98 90 89 93 90 41 108
23 Bainbridge ..
76 173 87 159 88 .160 88 57 179
H
S
188
Lantrip's
24
25 East Crofton. 208 78 207 81 187 83 187 86 71 137
26 Bluff Springs 110 139 72 175 60 109 57 20.1 24 162
166 125 137 151 116 177 110 189 68 161
27 Dogwood C
74 152 65 160 61 161 56 199 37 143
28 Bakers', Mill
216 SO 208 89 207 94 208 96 43 130
29 Concord
141 296 13/ 294 109 297 112 65 103
292
30 Palmyra
- — --- -- -Total
459i 3155 4534 3240 4241 3440 4271 3436 1351 3218
Majority
1867
1294 ... 801
1442

Home Made Blackberry Cordial, etc.

The Christian county executive
committee of the Planters Pr3tective association met ; this morning
in adjourned session, the chief business to come before them being the
awarding of prizing contracts, warehouse contracts and the election of
a salesman and beokkeeper. After
ceiving reports from the various
mrnittemeh, all of these showing
the work of get Ping the new pledges
signed was progressing most satfsfactory„the corn i tte went into executive session and all (\ xcept committeemen were excluded from the circuit court room where the meeting
was

k,

i
k
k

First Class Restaurant Attached.

I_

t Home Phone 1318, Climb. 134

NO. 11, CENTAL AVENUE
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Clubbing
Offer

CONSUMPTION
COST BILLION

Here's a Good One

This the Annual Loss to the Nation, Sal Experts
at the Tuberculosis Congress.

$1.55

'::teli:Jit of a salesman was
he,:According to Prof. Irving Fisher of Yale,
the fir. t thing taken up and Ile,cella the "Great White Plague" costs over one
mittee instruct, d 'for George W. billion dollars a year. He estimates that
The Tobacco Planter,
the
in
year
every
138,000
kills
n
consumptio
Barnes for that position. Thfs inSeven Years of Proof.
United States.. This is equal to the deaths published at Guthr4 in the interest
struetion must be ratified by the dis- trom typhoid. fever, scarlet fever, diph"I have had seven years of proof
of the Dark District Planters Prothat Dr. King's New Discovery is the
trict executive conitnittee which theria, appWiCitiS, meningitis, diabetes,
and
coughs
for
tective
Association and
take
to
best medicine
meets at Outhrie,but as tlre:wishes of inriallpox, mid cancer all put together.
colds and for every diseased condiConsumption is undoubtedly infectious The Weekly Ky.,New Era
a county ,ionithit tee are almost intion of throat, chest and lungs," says'
like Pneumonia and Diphtheria is
and
tquival- usually ontracted in winter when closed Both papers one year for:$1.55.
variably acceded to,
W. V. Henry, of Panama, Mo. The ,
world has had thirty-eight years of
The official count of Christian county's vote in the election of Nov 3 cut of an eh ction. Ali. Barnes has -doors and windows cause impure air. Careproof that Dr. King's New Discovery
this morning by the board of commissioners. Taft'sb been a ineiebet of the couety com- ful ventilation and the use of a reliable
Is the best remedy for coughts and was completed
dishifeetant are the best preventatives.
published by mittee for three or four
ears and The last thing at night pour into the traps
colds, la grippe, asthma, hay fever, majority is 1,442, just three less than the unofficial returns
bronchitis, hemorrhage of,the lungs, the New Era. This majofity is on the basis of the vote cast for the has prized tobacco fur the associa- of the closets, wash-basins, sinks, etc., a
and the early stages of consumption. Second district electors. Worsham's majority is 1,294. Prowse receives tion at his place at Carl.
little Platt's Chlorides. All suspected
Its timely use always prevents the defreely sprinkled with a
defeated
was
law
stock
county
The
835.
Renshaw
Further than this the action.: of places should be part Platt's Chlorides "The/Tobacco Planter."
velopment of pneumonia. Sold under a majority of 801 and
(1)
one
of
-large the committee Were not announced mixture
guarantee at Cook & Higigns drug by the overwhflming majority of 1,867. In the vote for electora-at
and ten(10) parts of water. Platt's Chlo- "The Planters Association Year
store and Cook's Pharmacy. 50c and the vote is as follows:
and they are in .eaeceitive session rides is an odorless, colorless liquid disin- Book."
$1.00. Trial bottle free.
fectant which destroys foul odors and
Republican.
again this afternoon.
lisease-gernis. It is sold everywhere in "The Weekly Kentucky!New Etta
Last week showed quiter conditions full
. 4,616
H..G. Smith
quart bottles, and is prepared only by All one'year for $1.65.
on the local tooacco market than have Henry L. Platt, 42 Cliff St., New York.
4,597
T. J. Sparks
Iza.-5;)/
ruled for the past two or talree weeks.
tit :.-,14.,2•11'
• t..a.N. ••U."ft =NUN.,
Democrats.
Sales by the Planters' Protective
V. L. Oates
3,120
C. Uray
Ward Headley
association at this place amounted to
3,160
William Smith
".? f
46 hogsheads, prices being those preElsewhere in this issue of the New
•
with
fr
)
k
written
by
the
being
by
scribed
adopted
schedule
name
Era appears a notice entitled "DivA. J. Wells received 6 votes for elector, his
;1Y
the organization. Instead of awardidend No. 1," a simple announcement pencil.
ter, o•A
ing prizing and storage house conthat the directors of the Mogul Wagon
The foregoing table gives the official returns.
tracts last week, the county executive
company met last Thursday in semiTo learn
committee of the association postannual session and declared a 3 per
poned this action until to day. After
Bookkeeping
cent dtvidend on their Preferred
been
awarded,
these contracts have
stock for the first six months of the
Shorthand
to
will
begin
move,
provided
tobacco
-;
new corporation.
THE
AMONCi
and
it 'ever rains again, and tobacco is
This city and community are grat\\
Telegraphy.
brought into condition for handling.
ified to see success crowning the efOver 500 students
Not once since the tobacco crops were
forts of this enterprise at the very
Proprietors
GROCERY cut and housed has there been enough
annually.
CENTRAL AVENUE
outset, for its proseprity means much
Ambition.
Clements'
moisture to bring it into condition,
to us. It puts into manufactured
Nine teachers. Sixty
CLOSES ITS DOORS.
and it is onw so dry .that the lightest
The Owensboro Inquirer states
shape crude material grown in our
typewriters.
touch causes it to crumble.
native forests, which, shipped to other that La Vega Clements, of OwensDINO
L
and
BOAR
FEEL)
LIVERY,
Positions for gradu—
There was nothing doing with ,the
boro, Democratic candidate for elecstates, brings in foreign capital.
ates.
Society of Equity last week, their
In an interview with one of the tor in the Second district at the late
Assignment Filed by Mrs. M.
of
Deed
for
ca.ididate
out.
sold
about
stock
having been
directors, he stated that a report of election, is an avowed
Send for catalog.
E.Nolen—Schedules Have Not
Commenting on the condition of the
the meeting in question, recited the congress to succeed the Hon. A. 0.
Kentrszky
hopkInsville,
local trade during the month of Ocfact that the company had sold within Stanley, of Henderson. Mr., ClemYet Been Filed.
tober, Broker M. D. Boales, says:
the last thirty days, one-fourth as ents made several speeches in ChrisH-orees Bought and Sold.
"There has been larger inquiry and
many complete wagons as the old tian county during the campaign.
East Ninth Street
demand, with increased sales during
plant ordinarily turned out in, twelve
Phones, Cumh.145, Home 1107
(From Monday's Daily)
the month, with some encouragement
months. The improved wagon being For Franks' Shoes.
41Jrirel..:eller
A deed of assignment was filed
,
are1611.1011
BUSINESS COLLEGE,
for larger deals during November
turned out by the new plant strikes
Nolen,
E.
M.
Mrs.
by
The Inquirer at:Owensboro pub- this morning
Evansville, Ind.
from negotiations now under way.
the eye of the dealer and the farmer,
terntative in whose name the grocery on Centof
list
the
following
lishes
Quite a large sampling is being done
while retaining the qualities of
aintliands Grodest Business SOW'
candates for the position of internal ral Avenue west had been run for as well as regrading, the prices be411.111151114111MINIEW
strength and durability that have
revenue collector for the Second several years. John B. Russell is nig lowered in all grades e:cept low
made the Mogul famous.
named as assignee. C. A. Clark,
Kentucky district:
lugs. The time is now at hand when
Such a showing for its first six
E. T. Franks, of Owensboro, the W. A. P'Pool and John Griffith were buyers are able to buy more freely at
Veterinary Surgeon,
months, made as it was in an exappointed as appraisers. No schebent.
mourn
of Ontario Veterinary Col
araduate
at
this
time
any
is
than
most
lower prices
ceedingly dull wagon year,
was
assets
or
liabilities
the
of
dule
.
Owensbore
of
George W. Jolly,
lege, Toronto, Canada.
season. Prices now rule as follows:
l'ilattering, while next year bids fair to
that
statement
in Surgery, Foot and
the
than
futher
Specialist
filed
Lawson Reno, of Owensboro.
$7.00
common,
w,
$7.00;
"Lugs—Lo
be h. prosperous wagon year, the
and Dentistry. CasLameness
Leg
of
stock
the
the assets consisted of
M. L. Heavrin, of Hartford.
Stallions; filing by a new
47.25; medium, $7.5047.75; good,
or
country .over, which always follows
tration
groceries, etc.
A. JI Oliver, of Allen county.
process. Very speciasurgical oper$8.0048.50; fine, $8.5049.00.
a year of depression.
The grocery had been closed for
City.
Central
of
Wilkins,
for the cure of Spavin; and
Walker
ations
common,
;
w,
$7.5048.00
"Leaf—Lo
Hopkinsville ofXers to investors adassignStrine'halt. Neurotomy for the:cure
two or three days and the
Judge Sparks, of Greenville.
0;
Autoo.
-U$9.00g10.0
;
medium,
If
9.00
8.50
Et
U.Don't
vantages and conditions superior to
of lameness in Navicular diseases.
ment did not come as a surprise.
'
Mr. Speight, of Mayfield.
0.
00;
$11.00412.5
fine,
$10.004'11.
good,
those of any city in this section of the
Office at Gray tfis Gates livery stable,
Dr. William Turner, of Bowling The business was managed by C. P
and
them
have
We
EastiNinth street, near L.:tt N. debind0;
$9.50412.0
•
wrappers
country.
"Cigar
Nolen, husband of the assigner, and
Green.
pot. Telephone 145.
Now let others profit by the exers, woog9.50; fillers, $7.0048.00.
for
agents
sole
are
soon
can
they
hope
friends
their
ALL CALLS by letter or telephon
J udge W. T. Fowler, of Hopkinsyear, 3,628 hogsfor
the
ample of the Alogul.Wagon company.
"Receipts
and
difficulties
attended to.
adjust the financial
vale.
them. Send for a box promptly
month, 328 hogsthe
for
sales
heads;
`TT4I4E - KENTITCHT
HOPRIINS
resume business.
list
your
and
them
of
hogs3,268
year,
the
for
sales
heads;
A clergyman writes: "Preventics,
heads; stock on sale, 2,957 hogsheads.
those little Candy Cold Cure Tablets Tom And Dick.
will be complete.
Charitable
Be
parish."
in
my
dry,
very
been
are working wonders
has
weather
"The
Bowling
of
Thomas,
C.
R.
Capt.
to your horses as well as to youraelf.
Preventics surely will check a cold, or
is having a little fun at the You need not suffer from pains of any no rain having fallen in two months
Green,
the grippe, in a very few hours. And
no
Preventics are so safe and harmless. expense of Hon. T. W. Thomas,who sort—your horses need not suffer. or more. Hence there has been
Liniseason for handling the new crop."
No quinine, nothing harsh nor sicken- is to be the orator at the Elks an- Try a bottle of Ballard's Snow
ing. Fine for feverish, restless chil- nual memorial services at the Hop- ment. It cures all pains. J. M. Roberts, Bakersfield, Mo., writes: "I have
dren. Box of 48 at 25c. Sold by An. Says the B. G. used your Liniment for ten years and
derson & Fowler Drug Co. (Incorpo- kinsville tabernacle
Messenger: "Several spellbinders in find it to be the best I have ever used
rated.)
the recent campaign were discuss- for man or beast." Sold by L. A.
& Co.
ing the results as the returns were Johnson - coming in. City Attorney Dick ,
1 4"..virmaxgrioaxa-0.4.3.irs.a.
a-vr.".4,41-,
COUNTY SUNDAY
Thomas was twitting his brother,
Irving H. Wheatcroft, president of
SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
County Attorney Tom Thomas.
Dr. Edwards, Specialist,
the Kentucky Valley Railroad com'You made speeches in Allen counpany, has transferred his railroad to
and
Eye, Ear, Nose
The Christian County Sunday ty, and the county went 600 RepubliAlso several first-class
the Illinois Central Railroad company.
Throat. Test made free of
School association met Sunday af- can. You were billed to speak in
Negotiations for the sale of the propternoon at the Christian church. Re- Simpson, and I had to go in your
charge for glasses. PhoeIron Fences
have been pending for some time
erty
ports from all departments were place. Look at the result—eightnix Bldg., Main St, Hopand the deal was closed last week.
Veterinary
made and Rev. T. C. Gebauer, state hundred to the good. They invited
on is not made public
kinsville, Ky.
considerati
The
field worker, delivered an inspiring you to Todd, and I went as your
Physician & Surgeon
but the sum paid for the road is said
address. Officers for the ensuing under study. Todd landed back in
to have been over $200,0000. The road
Office at Layne's Stable
;the Democratic column with 338 alLtv elaiLtrelagLwillnall..301r140•11,41.100,0411,3
'year were elected as follows:
runs from Providence to Wheatcroft,
Phone 530
Hamlett,
Basksdale
anysay
President,
majority.' Tom could not
of
branch
a
with
connects
it
where
No false pretense has marked the
rmm
Supt. Home Dept., Miss Bettie thing, for it was even so as Dick had
Incorporated.
career of Ely's Cream Balm. Being the Illinois Central and was conasserted."
Stevenson.
entirely harmless, it is not respon- structed about three years ago. This
Supt. Teachers' Training Dept.,Ira
1i
eible like the catarrh snuffs and road will be greatly improved by the
L. Smith.
There Is No Reason
for minds shattered by new owners and put in first class conSupt. Visitation Dept.,Miss Annie'why your baby should be thin and powders,
cocaine. The great virtue of Ely's dition.
Smithson.
fretful during the night. Worms are
Balm is that it speedily and
Next to Cour
Both
Supt. Primary Dept., Miss Fan- the cause of thin, sickly babies. It Cream
Read the pain formula on a box of Summer
House
Phones
y overcomes nasal catarrh Pink Pain Tablets. Then ask your
Bldg.
should
completel
baby
healthy
a
that
natural
'is
nie Rogers.
i be fat and sleep well. If your baby
hay fever. Back of this state- doctor if there is a better one. Pain
Supt. Intermediate Dept., Mrs. C. does not retain its food, don't ex- and
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky
congestion—blood pressure
is the testimony of thousands means
ment
S
PARKER'
H. Dietrich.
Iperiment with colic cures and other
Pain
HAIR BALSAM
and a reputation of many years' suc- somewhere. Dr. Shoop's Pink
-42 ..ts. lilt• IX 4Z)it X AS.•
and beautifies the heir.
pains, womanly
Supt. Adult Dept., Mrs. Ida Jern- , medicine, but try a bottle of White's
head
check
Tablets
a luxuriant growth.
ft=
Ihs Kind You Hale A • Bosin
and you will soon cess, All druggists, 60c., or mailed pains, pain anywhere. Try one, and
Vermifuge,
/Cream
.40.1xsthe
Yells to Restore Grey
Never
igen.
.
%:r.
and laugh by Ely Bros., 66 Warren Street, see! 20 for 25c. Sold by Anderson
Hair to its Youthful
Geo. C.'see your baby have color A.
3471Ature
Cures scalp diseases hair
s
Johnson
hisest, Supt. Organization Dept.,
t
as it should. Sold by L.
ii0e,and LOOst
ted.)
(Incorpora
Co.
Drug
Fowler
&
New York.
Long,
& Co.
-

Mr

• • • •

1.65
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ROOM FOR OTHERS.

CualBS

FORCED TO THE WALL

Eclipse
Stable.
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SALE OF RAILII0

G. P. ISBEL,
MI

NIIIVIZZ17,111/17111

After Dinner
Mint.

800

Feet ofilCurbing
for Sale

D. 111

Meacham
Contracting Co.

DRS FEIRSTEIN & SMITH
DENTISTS

Hooter Wood & Soo
Attorneys-at-Law.
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Bad Symptoms.
Every woman covets a shapehead.
cal
has
periodi
who
woman
The
ly figure, and many of ,them
ashes, backache, sees imaginary dark
deplore the loss of their girlspots or specks floating or dancing before
.
her eyes, ha .gnawing distress or heavy
tefr chmiladrrreiangeis
sh e fhoeramrsi h gafo
iT
0
dragspells,
faint
ch,
i,toma
feeling
full
For
r,
Quarte
h
Fourt
Lesson VII.—
ging-doN..V ling in lower abdominal or
Clarks
on
acres
often destructive .to the
Fine farm of 381
Nov. 15, 1908.
pelvic re -.. n, easily startled or excited, CLAIM IS MADE BY STATE REVEwithHopor
with
,
from
irregu r cr painful periods
ville Pike about 6 miles
mother's shapeliness. All of this can be avoided by the use of
from
ng
sufferi
is
rh,
cat
Jvic
T
AGEN
NUE
out
kinsville, well improved, plenty of
Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this liniment prepares the
n erangements that should
weak n
S.
SERIE
ideal
NAL
above
an
NATIO
,
of
all
INTER
timber
Not
THE
have e y cs _ntion.
good water and
body for the strain upon it, and preserves the symmetry of her form.
any
in
present
be
to
assT
likely
sympto
stock farm. Price $46 per acre.
Mother's Friend makes the danger of child-birth less, and carries her
case at o
or badly treated and such First Case in Christian County Under safely through this critical
Negl t
A good farm of 196 acres of land 2 Text of the Lesson, Ps. xxiii—Memory cases
into maladies which des
run
,fn
period. Thousands gratemiles from Hopkinsville on a turnVerses, the Whole Psalm—Golden man
e surgeon's knife if they do not
the New Law.—Papers Hied
pike road.
.
atall
fully tell of the benefit and MOT1IEPt
Text, Ps. xxiii, 1—Commentary Pren
Inn
such
iris
e
exta
medicin
ico
rest
in
Court.
Circuit
near
use
relief derived from the
Farm of 193 acres of land
uc
aziLaui ,•
pared by Rev. D. M. Stearns.
a (1;oypderruotitsites.
%
,
'resent
Swift Ford, good dwelling, tenant
s
a
e
y.
%or,
remed
r
this
of
s as
on.]
No medi ine 'has such a str• •
house, good -tobacco barn, stable, [Copyright, 1903, by American Press Associati
Book mailed free to all expectant mothers.
of
irmrsuransynarxrame
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
timber and water; will be sold cheap
110W beautiful the description
PT' esstp.
/END
morth !nor° .1112.14F1
son, state reve)ents—
Atlanta. Ga.
d
Ander
L.
in.
Hollan
the
"David
1,
.Farm has two sets improvements David in II Sam. xxiii,
nfiuj,raft, •:in
t
agains
here
suit
nue agent, has filed
two good totacco barns, fine stable son of Jesse, the man who was raised tumorua s. The very best ingredients
of
cure
water.
the
M. C. Forbes, executor of the estate
for
science
stock
good
medical
to
,
50 acres of timber
up on high, the anointed of the God of known
its
into
s
enter
r
ailment
s
peculia
woman'
$5,000.
for
sold
be
of James K. Forbes, fol. back taxes
Will
Jacob, and the sweet psalmist of Is- composition. No alcohol, harmful, or
land
of
acres
200
A fine farm of
is to be found in the alleged to be unpaid, and for an innotice in verse 2 from habit-forming drugents
and
rael,"
sville
Hopkin
of
miles
•
three
printed on each heritance tax.
within
list of its ingredi
4sts a good turnpike. H'as a new cot- whence he received his messages, "The bottle-wrapper and attested under oath.
In his petition the revenue agent
In any condition of the female system,
tage house of five rooms, tobacco spirit of the Lord spake by me, and
do
can
ption
e
Dr. Pierce's Favorit Prescri
claims taxes on $5,000 in bank, $5.000
barn, stable, cabin and all necessary His word was in my tongue." The only
effect
whole
Its
harm.
ever
good—n
acres
worth of notes and $2,000 worth of
oathouses. Will sell 140 or 150
pen were David's,, but is to strengthen, invigorate and regulate
if desired. Very desirable propertk tongue and the
lly
especia
and
system
accounts for 1905, 1966, 1907 and 1908,
the whole female
the messages were tile Lord's by HIS the pelvic organs. When those are dein good neighborhood.
iv, 12; Jer. i, 7-9; ranged in function or affected by disease, and for the 20 per cent penalty pro112 acres of land 3 miles from Hop- spirit. See also Ex.
and note the •ztomach and other organs of digestion vided for collection.
kinsville, Ky., on the Cox Mill road. Ezek. ill, 10, 11; John sii, 49,
Lord become sympathetically deranged, the
our
He also alleges that $150,000 worth
This land is good red clay subsoil, how the prophets and even
ed, and a long list of
are
weaken
nerves
from
condies
and lies well and is in good
Himself received their messag
bad, unpleasant symptoms follow. Too of property was left to M. C. Forbes
mile on good God the Father. The spirit of Christ much must not be expected of this "Fa- and Mrs. Mary L. Givens and he
tion, fronts about
pike, makes a No. 1 small farm for In the prophets had mainly a twofold vorite Prescription." It will not perform prays for an inheritance on this of $5
miracles; will not cure tumors—no medany purpose.
the suffering of Christ and the icine will. It wit/ often prevent them, if on the $100.
theme,
Fine farm of 439 acres at Herndon, glory that should follow (I Pet. 1, 11), taken in time, and thus the operating
•
•
•••
Ky., 370 acres cleared, 115 acres tim- and in no psalm are these more fully table and the surgeon's knife may be
Is proven in every walk of life and th(
WOES.
S
OMEN'
wiih
land
fine
is
.
ber. This farm
avoided
as
in Ps. xxii. written
most potent fact of all is the undisput.
Women suffering from diseases of long
good improvements and well fenced set forth than
and giving some of standing, are invited to consult Doctor Hopkinsville Women are Finding Reness
eyewit
an
at
if by
and in good heart and will be sold
lief at Last.
ed result that all men who now have
Pierce by letter,fsee. All correspondence
a bargain as a whole or divided into the very words He uttered on the cross Is
y
have
sacredl
and
women
that
prifate
seem
strictly
as
does
It
held
several tracts.
(verge 1), yet pointing on to His resur- confidential. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, more than a fair share of the aches
fortunes began with saving .accounts.
has'a
d
cleare
rection kingdom and glory, saying, Buffalo, N. Y.
1st tract 268 acres 200
they
ty;
humani
afflict
that
and pains
Try it, it's an undertakin in which you
Dr. Pierce's Medical Adviser(1000 pages) must "keep up," must attend to dugood dwelling 6 rooms,3 halls, por- "The kingdom is the Lord's, and lie is
one-cent
21
of
receipt
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now
frce
sent
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ns"
'natio
the
among
ches, fine new stable, cost *700,
the governor
cannot possibly lose. We pay 3 per
stamps for paper-covered, or 31 stamps ties in spite of constantly aching
barn, 3 cabins, cow house and ma- (verse 28).
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s
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above.
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Addres
copy.
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headac
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cloth-b
for
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chine shed, poultry house, smoke
cent. interest and open an account
The psalm for today seems to refer
bearing-down pains; they must stoop
house and coal house. Never failand
.
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torture
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over, when to stoop
to the millennial glory
ing spring and cisterns.
with you even thougn you begin with
experience of
They must walk and bend and work
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the
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with
d
cleare
all
acres
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tract,
2nd
with racking pains and many aches
may be that of each indibut a single dollar,
good frame house and good tobacco David and
kidney ills. Kidneys cause more
from
the
well
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David
r.
believe
vidual
barn.
suffering than any other organ of the
rd and what it meant
body. Keep the kidneys well and
400 acres desirable farming land life of a shephe
even
Montgomery county, Tenn., to care kindly for the sheep, and
In
Ice King And Banker Convicted in health is easily maintained. Read of
heavly timbered, 10 miles from to put his life in danger for them, as
a remedy for kidneys only that helps
Howell, Ky., price $7.00 per acre.
when he delivered one of his lambs
New York.
and cures the kidneys and is enFarm of 24834,acres 6 miles east of from a lion and a bear and slew them
dorsed by people from all over the
Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mill both (I Sam. XT11, 34-36). As he thought
United States.
road, well improved with house 13i of his care of his flock he could look,
Mrs. W. T. Winegar, living on
NEW YORK, Nov. 6.—Charles Clarksville street, Elkton, Ky., says:
stories, 6 rooms, 3 halls, pantry and up to the living pod, the Lord of hosts,
H. Curtis, a "I am very glad to state that Doan's
3 porches, 4 tenant houses, 2 stables,
shepherd," W. Morse and Alfred
my
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say,
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d
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o
and 1 tobacc
were former president and vice-president Kidney Pills cured me of a most an3 or 4 acres, 25 acres of timber, farm and as he knew that his sheep
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of wage earners.
900 acres of land in Christian coun- was even better cared for by his shep- jury in Judge Hough's court about every remedy that I had given a trial.
ty, 6 miles from I. C. R. R., 350 herd, the stone of Israel (Gen. ills, 24; 6 o'clock last night on two chiirges. My health and,strength became greatacres in cultivation, 550 acres in Ps. lxxx, 1). Hear the Lord's own One charge is for misapplication of ly run down, I had little ambition to
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That Won't Last Long at Given Prices
No Phone Orders Nothing
Charged or Laid Aside or
Sent on Approval

BUSY STORE.

No Phone Orders Nothnig
Charged or Laid Aside or
Sent on Approva

FRIDAY, SATURDAY and Saturday Night,
ma
All Wool PanaSuiting.

A
All wool, 54-inch Panama
colsplendid material in a variety of
serors. Nothing better for a good
the
$1.25
vicable street suit or skirt.
regular price. Friday and Saturday

10 O'clock

Chiffon Broadcloths

Fancy Silks

Suetland Floss

curtain Swiss

Comes in all desirable colors and
cream 52 inches wide. Nothing better
for street suits and calling gowns.
Regular $1.50 and 1.75 value, specially
priced Friday and Saturday, a yard..

Come in pretty, neat, attracitve Dark
Persian designs, an exceptionally fine
75c value. Specially priced for Friday and Saturday, a yard

A generous assortment of Shetland
Floss of the well-konwn "Lion brand."
Most all colors. Always sells at 10c
a skein. Friday and Saturday the
price a skein

This is the quality which sells broadcast at 12 1-2c. Just 10 pieces in the
quanity offered and early shoppers
will profit. On Friday and Saturday
the price is placed at, a yard

a yard

$1.29

59c

8c

Outing Flannel

Muslin Corset Niers

Outing Night Gowns

Wool Suitings

Apron Gingham

Genuine Teazzle Down Outing Flannel
in solid colors and neat stripes and
checks, always sold for 12 1-2c a
yard. Specially priced at the yard..

With, lace and ribbon beading trimmings and hemstitched effects, good
25 and 29c values. Friday and Satu reay

Neatly made, some plain, some yoke
trimmed, good values at 50c. Special
for Friday and S iturday

10 pieces, 50-inch all-wool Worsted Suiting. Colors—blues, greens,
browns' and tans, a regular $1.00
value, specially priced Friday and
Saturday, tife yard

A good assortment, fast colors, Apron
checl$ Ginghams. Fast colors, best
quality. Regular price 8 1-3c a yard,
specially priced Friday and Saturday
the yard

10c

19c

39c

Sicer Linen Cambric

Turkish Bt th Towels

75c

e..

wear
Ladies Under
Ribbed Vests and

Unbleached Fleeced
Pant. Vests high neck and long
sleeves, pants ankle length. Regular
25c sellers, specially priced Fi iday
and Saturday, a garment

A fine white, sheer quality Cambric,
full yard wide and a beautiful quality.
It's a genuine 50c grade material and
a remarkable value at a yard

ac

6tr

iiiioinens Gloves

Women's 'Kerchiefs

These towels are bleached, in size
25x48. Sell regularly at 25c, and are
a full value. Friday and Saturday
we price them very low, each

Two clasp Gh.ce Kid Gloves in brown,
tan, white and blacks. Good wearing
quality, sOld ordinarily for $1.25 per
pair. Friday and Saturday specially
priced, the pair

Soft-finish, pure linen, cross-barred
hemstitched Handkerchiefs, a good
25c value. Specially priced Friday and
Saturday, each

19c

98c

35c

19c

55c
•

•

15c
6 ONLY TO A CUSTOMER.
AVOW
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La. Outing Cloth Skirts

Mens Hall Hose

Brown Domestic

Taffeta Silk Waist3

Everyone knows what this goods is
s
worth and at Friday's and Saturday'
the
value,
price it is indeed a great
yard

All colors and black, regular tailored
styles, long sleeves, open front and
back, worth $3.50, Friday and 'Saturday

Black only, good width and deep
flouncing cotton dust ruffle, well
worth $3.50. Friday and Saturday...

5c

2.98

2.49

19c

1.25 BPx

Ladies Fine Shoes

Mens Fine Shoes

MOns Fine Shirts

Railroad Fares Free

and
They are made of Flannelette
The values
coma in all desired colors.
....
Saturday
and
are 513c. For Friday
6

They come in button and blucher lace,
patent colt, dull tops, C and D last,
all size 2 1-2 to 8, wel worth $2.50,
Friday and Saturday

Pat Colt, Vici and Tan Vici, blucher
style, sizes 6 to 11. Worth $2.50.
Friday and Saturday

They come in pleated 'and plain bosom, manufacturer's sample line, worth
$1.25 to $2.00. All sizes and different
patterns. Friday and Saturday

39c

1198

CUSTOXER.
20 YARDS ONLY TO A

Short Kimolias

Taffeta Silk Petticoats

Made up neatly of neat colo;ings.
cheaper than you can have them
made. Friday and Saturday only....

138

98c

"Guaranteed" for six months wear.
6 pair in a box, extra values, Friday
and Saturday a box

On purchases amounting to $15.00
within a radius of 25 miles and on
purchases amounting to $25.00 within
a radius of 50 miles.

Get receipt from agent—We'll do
the rest.

Fares Free

1 11111111111
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